The

Ques ters Societ y

Hosts A Group Abundance Repatterning Session
With Suki Fox
"I attract and enjoy a consistently growing abundance
of love, time, currency, joy, freedom and community"

Ever wanted to be two places at once? I have spent a glorious summer doing group Abundance Repatterning Sessions at festivals
around BC, and at the recent 1 Big Tree festival that is exactly what
happened! Out of 40 participants only one was physically present
because our session coincided with the opening ceremony. so I simply proxied, or energetically included, the 39 other participants into
the session.
This is the wonder of the Quantum world! They gave me their information and permission to muscle-check on their behalf; their energetic systems were included while their physical bodies were
elsewhere. Muscle-checking, also known as applied kinesiology is
a simple, accurate way to identify the information stored in us since
birth (and before) from anyone's hologram or database.

This data base, or you may also call it your higher-self, knows
what, why and how energies are affecting you; most importantly
how to change it. I work on the level of Resonance with clients,
and help them shift so they have energy for their intentions instead
being stuck with their limitations. This also works with groups by
proxy. Group common issues will surface and the specific modalities used will permanently shift each participant’s resonance. I
proxied the session through the one person who did attend. Proxy
work can also be done on animals and children, when they give me
permission to check on their behalf. The statement we shifted for
this group was "I attract and enjoy a consistently growing abundance of love, time, currency, joy, freedom and community". Participants in the session told me afterwords they enjoyed the session
and sought me out to share the experience of their energy shifting
even though they were not physically there!
My next goup Abundance session is for the Kamloops Questers
meeting on November 22. It’s ideal to attend in person as it is a
more complete experience but if not possible, just let me know and
I can proxy you in so you can also experience being in two places
at once! www.sukifox.com (250)307-7301 suki@sukifox.com

Twin Rivers Questers is a new Chapter of Canadian Questers
Society. (non-profit) We meet once a month to discuss, explore
various topics: dowsing, energy systems, and holistic health, remote viewing, orbs, crop circles, science as it pertains to new
developments and events. We have a speaker at our gatherings,
once a month. In Kamloops, we meet 3rd Thursday. 7-9pm at
814 Lethbridge Ave, Kamloops. Come to a Questers meeting,
and you can connect with other like minded people! Call
Corinne Mackenzie Cell: 250-852-1580 for more information.
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